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INTHODUCTIOH

In recent years the development of quantum physics and cos-

mology has been triggered by the keen interest in the topological

aspects of structure and dynamics of matter and spacetime. It

should, first, be noted the important role of closed worlds in

quantum oosmology, particularly, in relation with the attempts to

disoribe a quantum creation of the Universe f*1 1 The well-known

problem of zero cosmological constant requires, apparently, the

considei'ation of a nontrivial structure of spacetime at the Planck

scale Г 2j. The characteristic dynamical properties of quantum li-

quids (Helium II and superconductors, and "cosmic strings" in va-

cuum condensates 13j and alao the specific role played by the veo-

tor-potential in gauge theories (Aharonov-Bohm effect,etc.) can

be observed just in the states nontrivial topologically. This al-

so refers to the geometrical phases in quantum mechanics and wave

optics [4 j.
In the present work we consider oome topological aspects of

the spin 1/2 parfciole dynamios in closed worlds and in space with

a nontrivial structure of local frame filds. In the case of a

oloeed world the admissible local frames fall into equivalence

olasses that make up the group of the integer numbers.

On the other hand, a local frame field can influence the dy-

namios of spin 1/2 partiole through a nonveniauing curvature of

epin connection. One of the pooaibilities diacu.saed here is the

curvature of spin connection concentrated along a lina in the spa-

ce.

This paper is organized aa follows. In section 1 the total

angular momentum operator transformed coveriantly under the local

frame transformation is derived. Ito eigenvalues are independent

of the ohoioe of local frame and may be used to determine the quan-

tum numbers of a wave function. In seotion we deal with ohoooing

a looal frame field in the closed world. Our aim ia to find the

continuous looal framea oovering the manifold by one chart. The

looal framea will be abovm to exist and they will be classified.

So the diffioultie» asaooiated with constructing the transition

functions between the intersected ohrirts can be avoided. The con-

tinuous local frame field» are песоянагу for obtaining the conti-

nuous? nolntiono to Diri'c equation.
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The nontrivial local frame in Minkowskii spaoe and its phy-

aical conaecuancea will be considered in section 3 and appendix

III. It will be shown there that the nontrivial local frame leads

to the unusual quantization of the total momentum of spin 1/2

partiole, namely; the total momentum projection takes the integer

values, contrary to the standard results for spin 1/2 particle in

Minkowokii apace 5 . Thia is associated with the curvature of

spin connection concentrated along a line in Minkowakii space.

UKCTION 1

У/э shall derive here the covariant expression for a momentum

operator. Y/e define the momentum operators as a generator of Kil-

ling transformation which should commute with the Dirac operator.

Let t j^& i be n sot of Killing transformation generators

labelled by & , and j(4 - the corresponding vector of a coordi-

nate displacement i.e. и

;- с.»

Our starting point is to require Dirao operator /3

preserved as a function of coordinates

6 (JO
This implies that any local frame vector \\{a.) must be preserved

as a funotion of coordinates. This condition can be satisfied by

performing additional local frame transformation with, a matrix

Л at each point ..

We show that the operator inducing this transformation _/L ie»

infaot, the spin operator.

Under the transformation (1.1) the vectora from local frame

) suffer the

J
y
 • (1.3)

The matrix /\ can be presented in the infinitesimal form
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S
For lC?^/«\the straightforward computation, due to (1.2),

(1.3), gives ^ у

One can aee that Walt i 3 a scalar under the change of coordina-

t e s . Th.cn the apin operator talcoa the form я
A

where J . _-2 <f « 7-

Finally for the total momentum operator we have д

It is eauy to see that according to the oon&truction к/{д\оотти-

tea with the Dirao operator /\

This leads to the explicit expression for the commutator

with the Hamiltonian H defined ao

namely

That is to aay, that J/is cooiinuteu with j~j if time-like

and space-like veofcora from a local fre;vio are not mixed under a

Killing transformation and «3/J|S *
s
 time independent. It should

be noticed that the definition of the Jlaniitonian (1 .5) depends

on the choice of coordinates and, henoe, the right-hand side of

(1.6) is not invariant.

We now proceed with the question how does u)A) transform

under a local frame rotation?

Го determine this law we remark first that ^yt) can be
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rewritten as foilowe

V
(1.7)

where \Ад is the covariant derivative for a spinor field. The

first terra in the right-hand side of (1.7) is, obviously, a co-

variant operator (see further (1.8). One can prove the same for.

the second term by using the coinmutational relations for /

and the equation for a Killing vector

Thus, we have the next covariant transformation: a local fra-

me rotation
 л л

induces

where

O(A) e S/bwi (i,
The momentum operator (1.7) will be used in seotion 3 where we

shall consider spin 1/2 particle states and spin bundle with a

nonvanishing curvature overMinkowskii space. She explicit expres-

sions for the momentum operator in Minkowekii and DeSitter spaoe

are given in appendix 1.

3UCTI0N 2

Tt ia well known that to describe spin 1/2 particles оно has

to set up a looal orthonormal frame (i.e. four vector kto> t

manifold. Closed worlds stay to oorao extent apart from the other

Fridiiiun spaces, primarily, due to their nontrivial topolocy. The-
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refore the choice of a local frame field over a closed world doea

worths thorough consideration. T.t often happens that local frame

is chosen to "diagonalize" a metric. For instance, for the metric

the local frame may be taken oi' the form

However, this local frame prosoessos a discontinuity then U^tSjJl

that leads to the physical consequences different from that of

the continuous local frame. We shall discuss this more precisely

in section 3. Thus, the contiguous local frame field over a mani-

fold ia of specific importance for obtaining the unambiguous phy-

sical consequences. Although, 3trictly speaking, two or more lo-

oal frame charts are necessary i;o cover u manifold, in the case of

closed worlds with topology o<SrC where 3 is a unit sphere

in f\. euclidoan space, there exist the local frame fields cove-

ring the whole space by one chart.

So we can avoid the difficulties with, constructing transition

functions over the intersection regions that we need to do when

two or more charta are used. Since a cloned world is conformal to

Kinatein static Universe i.e. 5"'®/^ w e c a n ^*x tJle time-like

vector n(o) a n^ restrict our consideration to a local framo

fields fai) over $ 3 in /I*
It ia known that continuous rionvaniohing vector fields exist

or.iy over the sphere» with odd dimensions. Tho uphore n

equivaleut to the group *Z>v(2-J • Each element Q^ S^(^-j can

bo taken to have the form

where 0£ -rauli matricoa.

Condition of unitarity QQ s-^ yealdo th«

£OJ tho aphero of unit rodiuo in /£™ . 1-hon /3 £ ) are the

ouclideun coordinates. The action (loff or rif;ht) of the group

algebra en u sroup itself gives ring to linear vector fields on the
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group. \'/c shall construct the desired local frame field on

by U3in£ the linear vector fields on the group SU(2).

Thus, the element of the local frame rUj,) can be found

through the equation

р -in hep.
The left-hand-side repreuenta, up to a multiplicative content,

the right action of tho element 67 °* SU(2) algebra on a group

clement Q i

Explicit expressions for r)(i) from (2.1) are given by

U'
«.«

tCJ is the antiaymetric ten3or Sizt^l • It should be menti-

oned that the vectoru fi(l) are Killing vector fields on the

sphere ̂
3
 .

"he looal frawe constructed above will be referred to as Kil-

ling frame.

It follows from the theory of Lie group Г 6,7J that the Killing

frame prosseasea the next properties.

w h e r e

is the Lie bracket.

2. Connection compatible with the aatric on

3. The Chriatoi'fel symbols are

ftci ~

Vectors nil) i
R
 stereographio coordinates are written down in

Appendix 2.

Apart fron the Killing frame one can construct the other lo-

cal frame dfields over 5 which cannot be transformed continuo-

usly to the Killing frame i.e. there is a set of looal frame fields
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that are not homotopy equivalent. This impliea there is no corres-

pondence between spin 1/2 particle states relevant to different

local frames. Two local frame fields are known to belong to diffe-

rent classes if there is no continuous transformation from one to

another.

Classes of local frames are in one-to-оле correspondence with

the homotopy classea of тара

) <2.3>

where S0(3) is a group of local frame rotations at each point on

С ? .

Classea of (2.3) are labelled by integer numbers Ar which

constitute the group 2^

Let a ciaas the Killing frame belongs to be written /Y~Q •

Then the frames from the 11-th olasa (denoted henceforth as 1 /.

are given by • '

where ry refers to tha N-th homotopy class of (2.3).

To find /jfij 'MO make use of the fact that though the group

S'J(2) ia a double cover of 30(3), one can reconstruct a function

3(*>/#€Sc/^) from ̂ ivon P&lP*SOfe)provided $(Xo)
ie choeen at any point Xo • Moreovor, one may alway3 aet thut

fl^X*)=i whero )(er\£i0i0J is the north pole*'. The ropreoenta-

tive o£ IJ-th claa« of (2.4) can bo taken to have tha form

The oorrospondin^; mathematical theorem state» that there is an
i 3 * ^ ) J C Y h lp ^ ;

iaomorptiinrfl 3[*^)~JvtCYywhero l~ZZ i f У* i s a double oo-
ver of у .
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where jL&lfl are apherical coordinates on о related with 5 •$

Q

Whun given a map Q , £3 —*• §О(э.) one can get to know what class

it belongs to by the formula

whero -r ia a volume 3-forra on SII(2) which in spherical coordi--

natea ia

P + is a pull back of 4- from SU(2) into О •
 У о г

 D^

WG huve

and

The frame fields from Ы-th class can be found according to

<n$ = ha) ~
 L
 03 h(i

which can be obtained from (2.1) by making additional rotation

Ji -•Q (TiOT '
 F o r

 hf] straightforward computations give

$1
м

Therefore, we have couatructed local frame fields continuous on

,5 which consist of one ohart, given their olaasifioation and

the representatives of each olaas.

l'he eigenfaootions of the Dirao equation in closed worlds have

been discussed by many peopie. iipeoial attention has been giveu to
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De flitter space £_8 J.

We shall writte down here the eigersfunctions with reapect

to the local frame fields constructed above.

In the Killing local frame (2.2) the eigenfunctions of opera-

tors 5 ^ 3 . ̂ 2 with eigenvalues SfS+^Vjj- . У(И<) »Af a r e

of the form I 8 J

Bj4)M
Sx
(x)

where < J 4 arc constructed according to (1.7) with the Killing

veotoro due to the group SO(4) . /~\

A ft 7) ^
 й
 2

= 5 «- ̂

Ae i"ar as other classes o£ local frames are oonoerned the
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tranaition from the Killing frame to the representative of H-th

class is performed Ъу the matrix

The oorreaponding apinor transformation is

Since these matrices turn out to be unitary and wall-definad

on ^ they transform a solution to Dirae equation into another

one. So the eigen functions in N-th class are given by

The operators O/ •* I **2 are transformed aocording to (1.3). That

is to say, the local frame fields from (2.5) are compatible with

the Dirac equation.

SECTION 3

In this section we aliall find the eigenstates of spin 1/2

particle in Minkowskii apace in particular case when the spin

bundle curvature does not vaniahe. This aovature may be created

by choosing a nontrivial local frame basis in Minkowskii apace.

So the objeot of this section is to show that a ohange of local

framr field may effect drastiolly the physical results for fermiona

aa it hoe already been mentioned in sec.2.

The ordinal local frame in Mlnkowskii space is

The other local frames that oon be easily constructed aro; spheri-

cal frame in соог-dinates 1
1
 © , $ % ~ ?

and Qxlindrical frumo iu coordinated £) яу ~
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It turns out that the spherical and cylindrical frames are

equivalent in the senae that the eigenfunctions of the Jjirac equa-

tion these frames are related through in a unitary transformation.

So we take the cylindre frame for unaiubiguity. In thi3 frame the

Dirao equation obtains the fonn

VVm
with the electron and positron states found to be

ey JiH-n (ff)

y\ is Bessel function. These functions satiafy the ortho-

norraality relations

The solutions can be readily found and understood by means o£ the

following remark. Spinor transformation from the ordinal frame the

oylindre one is performed by the matrix «O/wfrom (3.3) which

posaessea a discontinuity at the half-piano / (Xi) Х^оЪ •

Hence, to obtain a continuous solution in the cylindrical irame

one should take the solution in the ordinal frame with the disoon-
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1 3
~

tinuitj to let the matrix jLJ^jto cancele it. It ia eaoy to see

that the suitable functions must have the factor ^ ^ w ^ V ^ / i

with Ы-integer.

It follows from the covariant law of transformation for the

momentum operator (1.3) that O«3) are eigenfunctiona of the ope

rator Jg which in the cylindrical frame ia written аз

Thus it ia clear that the momentum projection is integer.

Since it has boon ahown in зос.1 that the eouimutational relations

are preserved under a local frame rotation, orie may conclude that

the total momentum hixs the eigenvalues DC»"*/ with j integer

and ordinal restriction -~j — M — J

Such anomalous behaviour of momentum should be linked with

the change of topology of Minkowskii space. Actually, the func-

tions %£/4S u r o z e r o ilone the 2 axis. This means that Z-li-

ne is, in fact, deleted from the apace. It should be mentioned

that this is not the саае for the boson particles which need no

local frame and arc able to reach any point of the space.

We show now that the local frame fiold considered above pos-

sesses a curvature of spin connection concentrated along Z-axis.

General exprcsaion for apin connection is

Г
л

and the curvature

(3.5)

'It ia well known that the Dirao equation in the oi'dinal frama
admits only halfintei-ger eiyonvalues o2 "3* and ^J* .
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where /4(B apinor mdicea. When transported aicrit; a closed path

С spinor suffers the change

Js
r
y

Jfl С
where а Л is a bit of surface ,j whose boundary ±з the path

(J, ( D 5
s
C j •

 W o w vve с ш
' «aloulate (4.5) for cylindrical frame

(3.1/. In the flut apace the second coru in the riyht-hand aide

(4.5) vtuiitihea. since the first term ia a rotor, (soe appendix 3)

applying the Stock's theorem one inay conclude thet

The above consideration from (3.1) admits a natural genera-

lization presented in appendix 3.

How we calculate the Ifcynmun propagator for apin 1/2 partic-

le with the ei^enatates (3.2).

One may define a Foclc space, creation ana annihilation opera-

torn and perform a second quantization porecedure in the usual

manner baaed on the functions (3.2). l-'ield operator is then expan-

ded according to ,
 y t

Os is defined as

This vacuum \O/ differs from the ordinal Minkovvskii vacuum

constructed uainy the eigenatates in the ordinal local frame.

Feinman propagator for 3pin 1/2 particles by definition is

It obeys the equation

It may be written in the form
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-1л / i\

(З.Ю)

\j p (xx!where \j p (xx!) satisfies

The last equation is oovariant under a local frame rotation and

reduoes to the Klein-Gordon-Pook equation in the ordinal frame.

So one can conclude that its necessary to find the scalar propa-

gator with a discontinuity in the ordinal frame and then transform

it by the matrix eD/'f)» as it has been discussed in connection with

(3.3). %

£ c ПСХ/сап be expressed in terma of the functions ^ri obeying
the Klein-Gordon-Pock aquation

аз follows
( * •

(3.1?)
We ahould take ^

hi must be determined to satisfy (3.11). The replacing the

functions in (3«12) by the contour integral we find

Рог D p we obtain according to (3.10) the expreeoion

5
F
 - 'ft )

where /jlx) is from (3.3). Por comparison the Peymn&n propaga-

tor in Hinkowskii vaouum /
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e (XA } obtained from [jm by thts replacement

APPENDIX 1

The angular momentum operator in ordinal and spherical local

frames.

1) The ordinal local frame field in Minkovrakii зрасе-time with

respect to the coordinates У УС% *
а
»
 Ъ
У definition, of the

form . •

She Killing vectors,are

The angular momentum operator aooording to (1.7) ia written

that agrees, up to multiplication by (.-i.), with the quantum mecha-

nical angular momentum operator.

2) The spherical frame field in the spherical coordinates

with the metrix

is defined by

The angular momentum operutore in the spherical local frame are

.
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We note that the spin terms transform nonoovariantly. This leads

to certain conclusions discuaed in chapter 4.

APBiNDIX 2

Killing local frame in 3tereographio coordinatea. The stereo-

graphic projection of the aphere 5 °̂  radius /{ in ^ on the

plane tangent to 5
 a t

 *be north pole is

( A 2 > 1 )

where Г§ £l) - coordinates in $ , У - coordinatea in the

tancent plane. The expressions for the projection on the plane

tangent at the aouth pole can be obtained from (A2.1) by the rep-

lacement 5</~^4ll *
 A s:

'-
m
P^

e
 computation gives the Killing local

frame (2.2) in coordinates Ж to be

APPENDIX 3

1) Curvature of spin bundle with the looal frame (3.1) in

Minkowakii space. We atart with the expression for ourvature (3.5).

Pirat, calculate the commutator at the right hand side

k Ш h() [£ 2" JШ h(t)<r,v [£ 2 J,
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Uaing (1.5) with ^ -c/iA0 \.1}~Ь"Ь~* ] w e 6 e t

Thus in thie flat apacu

An A
 f-

Я в/IV
 = Г

The parallel transport of a apinor y/ is defined by the equation

IS у is transported along ttio closed part ^ * oonot J^^ a

X *~
n
 *^

e
 oylindi'io coordinates thia equation is

It follows that

я
 -2/Д.2Г jfe^j-_ Jfcpfc) <

А З
-

1
>

Using O«6) we write

It ia seen from (A3.1), (A3.2) that
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2).Vie shall generalize now the theory presented in section 3.

It is easy to write down the generalization for the local frame

(3.1). This is a set of local frames Jf\ labelled by integer f\

h(О
0
-ко) t)(i) ta

Y

where L/£%ia the local frame from (3.1). In the local frame

Ь а covariant derivatives for spinor field have the form (cf.

(3.2))
 1 A

and D i r a c e q u a t i o n i s у I Q Q$ "+1(0 Сдап 9— Q £inn

±,-4-
•f ifhtojVrO.
The local frames fo with }c -even are equivalent to each other

in the sense that u solution to Dirac equation in Л can be ob-

tained from the solution in the cylindrical frame (3.4) by the

unitary matrix

^° defined in (3.4). Another claoa of local frames con-

tains all /) with^f -odd. Solution to Pirac equation in л

is connected with a solution in the etandard frame by unitary

transformation with matrix

Thua, eigenfunotiona with quantum numbers P;^JMJ~> in the lo-

cal frame Y\ aro

und in local frruno

я H }/ 1 i *• <~ \\" 'i/ i _.• w w /fJ /(A3.5)

In tho local frame \л the 7* -projootion of tho total лютеп-j/\
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tum ia -

It ia easy to aee from (A3.6), (A3.5) ала (А3.4), that tlxc 2~*

projection of total momentum takeo integer value3 in the local

frame A as in the cylindrical frame and half iHte^ur values in

the local frwne n аз in the ordinal one (aee part 3)
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